TIGER CROW BOWS TO LIGHT VARIOUS IN RACE SATURDAY

Engross Cross Finish Line

One Length Ahead of Tiger Shell

TECH LEAPS TO LEAD Sprints by Princeton Oarsmen

Cutts Lead of Technology 150 Founders

Technology came away the victor in their dual meet with Princeton when the light varsity crew of Princeton won the season's first dual meet Saturday by a little less than 3 lengths in the Tiger Shell. 

The meet was a 2-mile race in the Carnegie Saturday by a little less than 3 lengths in the Tiger Shell.

A rowing a short choppy lake, the Princeton crew shows the Tiger shell clearly as they made a big break late in the stroke and held their advantage in the first crew race with the Engineers.

Sprints by Princeton Oarsmen

The Etrectrical Engineering Society for Pennsylvania, has been elected chairman of the Endowment Committee, these examinations are practically only a matter of filling out a form, and will take a very short time.

The examinations will be held at all regular spring meetings and at the annual meeting of the Enrollment Committee.

They are out for class officers at these elections. Only 124 candidates were nominated a year ago.

In the Class of 1928, 55 were nominated, seven of them being members of the Tech Show.

FRESHMEN NAME MANY
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The seed of immorality, like that of any fungus, sprouts better where the conditions are favorable. The conditions which have allowed the growth of immorality in our society are...
In spite of the stellar performances of George Leness and several other members of the Track tech team the Engineers were decisively defeated by Princeton Saturday afternoon at Palmer Stadium. Every event was won by the Tiger aggregation and the coaches of Old Nassau secured enough points in the other events to place them second in the meet.

One of the redeeming features in the defeat shown by the Engineers was the half mile run which was won by George Leness. Although he was handicapped by a long jump wind and a mediocre track, due to the recent rains, he came within a yard of tying the fastest time in the history of Princeton. He jumped into the lead at the 100 yard mark and coasted across the finish line for nearly the entire half mile. This is the van of the field for nearly the entire half mile and if they are to make any predictions regarding the ability of the eight and undergraduate events is still uncertain. With the exception of the heavy frosh in the pole vault, Betts in the half mile last Saturday with a time of 1:58 1-5 sec. He jumped into the lead at the 100 yard mark and coasted across the finish line for nearly the entire half mile. This is the van of the field for nearly the entire half mile and if they are to make any predictions regarding the ability of the eight and undergraduate events.

**YEARLING CREWS BEAT HUNTINGTON**

**Frosh Eights Outrow School**

**Crew by Two Lengths on Charles**

Rain and a choppy sea cut short the racing at Princeton Saturday afternoon when the Second frosh eights, skippered by Jack King, won the Princeton College eights. The rain decided the condition of the course necessitating an early finish at first that the race would be a no contest with the running of the modified course. Huntington took the lead at the start, showing off to a half mile advantage over the two frosh crews who were on even terms. It was not long, however, before the conditions reversed, the Huntington shell taking the lead from the Second and building a winning margin of only one length when the finish was a neck and neck battle, both crews lapping everyone behind them. The Huntington shell lagged behind, more and more as the course developed, coming in third.

The Second frosh race last 100 yards of the race did a winner appear certainly, the race run on the Charles Saturday over the line with a winner by less than a length. The Huntington shell coasted across two lengths behind the 185 lb. yards boat. Considering the uncertainty in the water conditions, the time of 4:16 3-10s. was fairly fast for the course.

**Second Frosh—Donovan, Stroke; Starnes, Second; Wilcox, Third; King, Fourth; Harlan, Fifth; Donaldson, Sixth; Hagedorn, Brunner, Technology courts. There is due to the lateness of the opening of the doors for the first race. French and Dupertuis, Harvard, defeated Polog, 6-3.**

**FRESH ROACUOTE TEAM LOSES TO HARVARDB 28**

Yearlings have Good Material But Play Shows Lack of Practice

The freshman tennis team lost their first match of the season to Harvard '28 Saturday by a score of 7-2. The Two teams were greatly handicapped by the fact that most of them were playing out of doors for the first time this season, and by the errors in the opening of the Tennis courts. There is no real material in the freshmen with faults in their practice they should make a better showing next time.

The summary:

**SINGLES**
5. Britten, Harvard, defeated Smith, Tech, 6-3, 6-3.
6. Forand, Tech, defeated Winsor, Tech, 6-3, 6-3.

**DOUBLES**
1. Benson and Hagedorn, Tech, 6-4, 6-3.
2. Britten and Jordon, Tech, 6-3, 6-3.
3. Pald and Jordon, Tech, 6-3, 6-3.

Today starts a solid week of training for both track and crew in preparation for Tech-Harvard and the next Saturday.
WIGRLEYS

"after every meal"

Take your care of

Use Wigrleys regularly,

the freshman or new men in the Department, must, after three weeks in the Department, sign a pledge agreeing to abide by the rules and principles of the student honor system.

Wiring the Gums. Combats and R.

COES-STODDER
10 TO 6 - SCHOOL STREET
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